A home prep guide for sellers

THE FIVE
SENSES OF
STAGING

Welcome
I am going to start with the bad news so that I can get it out
of the way! Please don't hate me! Selling your home will cost
you time, elbow grease and money. Depending on the
condition of your home, it could be $100 or $5000. (This
does not include deferred maintenance costs.)
When you stage your home, it is the first phase of
moving. At this point in staging, what you take out of your
house, is more important than what you put in it!
When you can say, this doesn’t feel like “your” home
anymore, you are well on the way to being staged. We are
aiming for, a neutral decorating palette and a depersonalized
look. Think of model homes and the way they look.
How people FEEL inside your house matters. If they feel like
it is YOUR house, they have a hard time looking past that.

General Tips
If you have a dark room, place a lamp in that dark corner
If you purchase something to stage your house, make sure
you like it
Get things off the floors…in all rooms and closets
The only allowable fake florals are orchids and succulents
No more than three items of décor per surface. If the item
is smaller than a golf ball, pack it
If you have an open floorplan, you may need to define the
living room from the dining room area. A rug under the
table or under the living area will help
Furniture goes with you, but buyers are looking at your
property as a whole. If you have furniture in poor
condition, move it out, fix it or make it look presentable.

Kitchen & Bathrooms
Polish your stainless steel appliances
Remove scratches from wood using Old English
Scratch Cover for Woods. Can use on wood chairs,
cabinets, even floors - try a small area first
Remove all the things from all sides and top of
refrigerator – magnets, papers, etc.
Remove everything from the top of kitchen
cabinets and other high surfaces. It takes away
from the architectural detail and ceiling height
Clean off kitchen and bathroom surfaces. The less
there is, the bigger they appear
Make the Master Bathroom feel like a spa

Living Areas & Bedrooms
Freshen up older sofa with light colored, fluffy

pillows (solids or gentle print or saying) and a soft,
light colored throw blanket
If you have bookshelves, make sure there is lots of
space on it. Even though it is going with you, it can
be a distraction
Clothes need to be loosely hanging in the closets. If
your closets are packed and look like they are too
small, that’s what buyers will think too
If you have a room that you have repurposed,
change it back. i.e. a dining room that you have
made into a play room

Pack ALL

Knickknacks, personal photos, anything controversial
Family crests, names of children on the wall
Out of season and extra clothes, extra linens
Games, DVDs, anything you don't NEED!
Live like you are on vacation

Sight

How does your home look from the street? Is it
landscaped? Does is show any neglect or disrepair?
Storage areas should be as clean & empty as
possible
Add black mulch to landscaping after cutting back
overgrowth for a low-maintenance look right before
you list
Pressure wash driveways, walkways, patios & decks
Deep clean your windows, mirrors and shower glass
Update paint where needed
Remove any personal pictures, knicknacks, loud
patterned prints

Repair or Replace
Broken tiles, drawers, mirrors, dated light fixtures.
Add lightbulbs (warm, white LED bulbs are our
favorite!)
Thresholds & slider doors, switchplates, outlet
covers that are clean and uncracked
Ventcovers, windows with crack or broken seals,
holes in the walls, ceilings, or floors

Sound
Noisy heat pump or appliances? Adjust the legs or
clean the fans/compressor
Repair squeaky interior, exterior, closet or cabinets
and doors with a little WD-40
Squeaking floors or stair treads? Ask a professional
for remedies
Beeping C02 or smoke alarms? Replace the batteries!
Busy Street? Heavier curtains, plant trees, or seal
the windows well can cut down on busy road noises

Taste

Buyers likely won't be tasting anything in the home when touring
it. But they will be focused on how appetizing they find the
eating spaces where they'll prepare their future meals!
Clean appliances throughout the home: in, under & behind!
Greasy vent covers from the range can be popped into the
dishwasher for a quick renewal.Clean sinks & drains by
running fresh lemon rinds and a handful of ice down a
disposal. This will clean the blades too
Countertops & surfaces should be sparkling clean....so
clean they can be eaten off of! An empty fridge door front
and sides with no photos or magnets. Clear off the top
too.

Touch

The first thing a home buyer will touch is the front door handle,
and first impressions are everything! Tighten anything that
might be loose so the home is in tip-top shape! Some home
buyers are okay with 'small to-dos' but anything you can do to
take away from the 'big project factor' is good news for getting
a great offer with little negotiation!
Check on the door-knobs cleanliness. Does the lock or
door stick anywhere?
Proper heating! A cold house is uninviting and buyers will
be hurried to leave in the winter. It's just as important is
making sure it doesn't get too warm in the home during
summer showings
Leave the lights on during showings for a warm and
inviting feel

Smell
Wipe down walls and baseboards with a
vinegar/water solution (1 cup white vinegar to 1
gallon of warm water)
Tackle common household odors and get an
unbiased opinion on what & where they are
Fresh paint & new flooring are the easiest ways
to get rid of tough smells & up the home value
quickly! Professional carpet cleaning can work,
but it stirs up smells for a few days after. Good
heating & ventilation can remedy this issue
Thoroughly clean areas that pets frequent enzyme cleaners can neutralize surface odors
Address any musty smells that may stem from
water leakage
Replace the filter in the furnace if needed!
Purchasing charcoal odor absorbers, essential oil
diffusers can be helpful, and/or dehumidifiers
DON'T use artificial fragrances, such as Glade
Plug-Ins, as buyers tend to think you are
covering up something

Finally
Try to walk through your home
with "fresh eyes" and this list
and make a list.
I am always happy to meet with
clients to do a walkthrough to
discuss the things that NEED to
be done vs. CAN be done.
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